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AbstratThe Preshower Detetor (PSh) data were analyzed andpresented as one or two parameter distributions. Theywere �tted and desribed onveniently to be used in theDIRAC experimental data proessing. The analysis wasdone for seven DIRAC run periodes during autumn 1999and autumn 2001aaSome disussions with the DIRAC ollaborators is absolutelyneessary to ontinue and to use the results in o�ine data anlysis
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31 PSh detetor harateristisThe main tasks of the PSh detetor for DIRAC experiment [1℄ are to supply:� amplitude signal for pion/eletron separation� time signal for zero level and one level triggers� position information for partile trak reonstrution by DNAThe PSh detetor onsists of 16 detetor elements [3℄ (see Fig. 1). They are plaedsymmetrially along the two arms of the DIRAC setup, with 8 detetor elements per arm.The PSh aperture is 2800 mm � 750 mm per arm. Eah detetor element (slab) on-sists of Pb onverter and sintillation slab. The Pb onverter thikness is 10 mm for lowenergy part (elements No.1,2,9,10) and 25 mm for high energy part (elements No.3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14,15,16).The plasti sintillator sheets (BC 408) were ut into retangular slabs of sizes 350� 750�10 mm3.The EMI 9954-B 12-stage photomultiplier, 2 inh diameter, has been used for readoutsintillator light signals, for eah slab.

Figure 1: Preshower GeometryThe PSh detetor elements (slabs) di�er in some measure and indue inhomogeneities bothin the individual and the global detetor response. The e�ets an be observed in the PShamplitude spetra or in oordinate and momentum distributions of the partiles inident onPSh detetor.



4 Typial raw data for ADC spetrum olleted with Tee trigger is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig.3 the same data are orreted for on-line suppression and pedestal position, aording to therelation A = ADC(measured) + online suppression - pedestal (1)The online suppression and pedestal position data are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 fordi�erent Run periodes. Table 1.The online suppression values for eah PSh slab, used in di�erent DIRAC runs.Run interval 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16100 - 795 45 50 46 47 48 46 51 48 50 39 44 57 45 42 47 42796 - 1891 55 53 57 58 58 56 62 58 60 53 58 65 59 57 58 551892 -. . . 50 53 53 49 50 50 55 48 52 52 51 48 53 49 52 45Table 2.The pedestal position values for eah PSh slab, used in di�erent DIRAC runs.Run interval 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16100 - 4072 39 44 42 41 41 38 47 41 44 37 42 48 43 39 46 424073-. . . 39 45 42 41 39 37 44 38 39 38 36 35 39 36 43 33

Figure 2: Raw PSh Slab 6 ADC data, ol-leted in Run 2623 with Tee trigger andad > 0:5 ondition. The eletron distri-bution is �tted with a Gaussian funtion. Figure 3: The PSh ADC data as inFig.2, orreted for online suppression andpedestal position, aording to Eq.(1).The eletron distribution is �tted with aGaussian funtion.



52 PSh slab inhomogeneitiesEah sintillator slab plaed behind the Pb onverter provides the shower sampling. All lowenergy eletrons and photons of the eletromagneti shower, produed by a relativisti eletron,interat with the sintillator material and produe a large amplitude signal, proportional to thetotal absorbed energy. Therefore, the orreted amplitude (ADC) spetrum shows a broaddistribution entered around a high amplitude mean value for eletrons (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Eletron amplitude distribution for individual PSh slabs olleted in Run 2623 withTee trigger and ad > 0:5 ondition, orreted aording to Eq.(1).



6 On the other hand, the signal produed by a high energy pion has a low amplitude, beauseit losses energy mainly by diret ionization as mip's. The amplitude spetrum shows a sharppeak around a low mean value (Fig. 5), and a higher amplitude tail due to the shower produedby some pions. The tail ontribution inreases with the pion energy (see Fig. 9).The eletron spetra were taken with Tee trigger and the pion amplitude spetra were takenusing T��opl trigger, to separate 1 + 1 good pair events.

Figure 5: Pion amplitude distribution for individual PSh slabs olleted in Run 2623 withT��opl trigger and ad > 0:5 ondition, orreted aording to Eq.(1).



72.1 Eletron amplitude - slab distributionsFigure 4 illustrates the eletron orreted by Eq.(1) amplitude distribution for individual PShslabs. They are momentum dependent and onsequently the eletron peak position di�ers fromone slab to another (Fig. 6). The linear �t of these data:Peak(hannel) = a0 + a1 � Slab (2)gives the �t parameters a0 and a1, presented in Table 3 for di�erent DIRAC run periodes.

Figure 6: ADC mean value of the ele-tron peak distribution (Gauss �t) as inFig.4, for PSh slabs Figure 7: ADC mean value of the pionpeak distribution (Gauss �t) as in Fig.5,for PSh slabsTable 3.Linear �t parameters of Eq.( 2) for slab dependene of the eletron peak position (Fig. 6).Left arm Right armRun (Season Year) Target a0 a1 a0 a1(han) (h/slab) (han) (h/slab)1454 (Autumn 1999) Pt 212.97 62.99 -159.01 54.362061 (Summer 2000) Ni 74.36 62.64 -349.65 58.592623 (Autumn 2000) Ti 79.67 56.31 -293.27 54.462844 (Autumn 2000) Ti 69.16 62.85 -212.19 47.403180 (Spring 2001) Ti 78.07 71.10 -196.88 54.913665 (Summer 2001) Ni 32.73 68.74 -352.67 58.534255 (Autumn 2001) Ni 39.11 71.02 -426.12 63.50



8 If we take the mean value of the amplitude, aross the whole eletron spetrum, the slabdependene (see Fig. 8) an be approximated again by a straight line:Mean(hannel) = a0 + a1 � Slab (3)In the same �gure are plotted also the mean values of the amplitude/momentum ratio, forindividual slabs.The linear �t parameters of Eq.( 3) for eletron spetra are given in Table 4, for di�erentDIRAC periode runs.

Figure 8: Overall ADC mean value of theeletron distribution integrated on the slab Figure 9: Overall ADC mean value of thepion distribution integrated on the slabTable 4.Linear �t parameters of Eq.( 3) for slab dependene of the eletron mean ADC and mean (ADC/p) (Fig. 8).Mean ADC Mean (ADC/p)Run (Season Year) Target Left arm Right arm Left arm Right arma0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1(han) (h/sl) (han) (h/sl) (han) (h/sl) (han) (h/sl)1454 (Autumn 1999) Pt 270.95 46.57 -266.70 62.91 290.62 -14.07 337.74 -7.672061 (Summer 2000) Ni 145.25 46.11 -235.69 50.89 179.86 -4.06 279.94 -7.762623 (Autumn 2000) Ti 159.80 39.07 -159.37 45.16 182.85 -6.06 331.20 -11.422844 (Autumn 2000) Ti 169.83 40.05 -145.83 43.84 195.16 -7.20 334.19 -11.833180 (Spring 2001) Ti 182.44 43.95 -140.14 47.02 202.97 -5.54 368.49 -12.723665 (Summer 2001) Ni 134.38 44.11 -216.75 48.74 163.44 -2.27 278.79 -7.874255 (Autumn 2001) Ni 98.32 45.16 -333.63 53.58 134.27 0.60 164.83 -1.24



92.2 Pion amplitude - slab distributionsFigure 5 illustrates the pion ADC distribution for individual PSh slabs.The pion peak distribution is pratially momentum independent (Fig. 7).If we take the mean value of the amplitude, aross the whole spetrum on individual slabs, thepion dependene (Fig. 9) is quite similar to the eletron one (Fig. 8).The linear �t parameters of Eq.( 3) for pion spetra are given in Table 5, for di�erent DIRACrun periodes. Table 5.Linear �t parameters of Eq.( 3) for slab dependene of the pion mean ADC and mean (ADC/p) (Fig. 9).Mean ADC Mean (ADC/p)Run (Season Year) Target Left arm Right arm Left arm Right arma0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1(han) (h/sl) (han) (h/sl) (han) (h/sl) (han) (h/sl)1454 (Autumn 1999) Pt - - - - - - - -2061 (Summer 2000) Ni 34.85 4.10 3.85 4.26 35.76 -2.30 59.85 -2.612623 (Autumn 2000) Ti 36.62 3.22 14.26 3.51 35.63 -2.48 66.30 -3.062844 (Autumn 2000) Ti 39.54 2.78 23.96 2.68 37.28 -2.72 69.91 -3.353180 (Spring 2001) Ti 31.57 5.78 8.22 4.47 33.60 -1.53 63.33 -2.633665 (Summer 2001) Ni 31.28 4.13 5.20 3.90 30.99 -1.63 53.01 -2.174255 (Autumn 2001) Ni 77.82 10.88 18.81 8.57 80.87 -4.51 128.81 -5.43
3 Impat position dependene3.1 Eletron amplitude - x and y orrelationsThe eletron signal of the PSh detetor is reated mainly by shower partiles. In Fig. 10 is shownthe mean eletron amplitude dependene versus x and y oordinates of the PSh detetor, aspro�le plots. The inhomogeneities are evident. Also the interspaes existing between adjaentslabs an be seen. They are due to shower transversal development, leading to a partial detetionof the shower partiles by one slab, and onsequently generating a lower amplitude.There is also a small deep in the middle of the slabs No.3-8, 11-16. Here, the eletron showeris larger (onverter thikness is larger) and the light transmission is a�eted by the sintillatorgeometry. This e�et has been studied, and the results are presented later, in Fig. 12.



10 The general trend of amplitude variation along x oordinate reets the shower developmentas a funtion of the eletron energy. The x-oordinate versus eletron momentum orrelationis presented in Fig. 16. The mean eletron amplitude stands higher as the energy inreases.The linear �t of this dependeneMean(hannel) = a0 + a1 � x(m) (4)an be used to test the time stability of the PSh detetor. In the Table 6 are presented thelinear �t parameters of Eq.( 4) for di�erent DIRAC run periodes.

Figure 10: Eletron amplitude (ADC hannel) distribution versus x and y oordinate (m)



11Table 6.Linear �t parameters of Eq.( 4) for x oordinate dependene of the eletron mean amplitude(Fig. 10 up)Left arm Right armRun (Season Year) Target a0 a1 a0 a1(han) (h/m) (han) (h/m)1454 (Autumn 1999) Pt 483.98 1.38 527.84 -1.922061 (Summer 2000) Ni 352.21 1.34 402.96 -1.512623 (Autumn 2000) Ti 335.27 1.17 409.07 -1.352844 (Autumn 2000) Ti 350.43 1.18 404.64 -1.293180 (Spring 2001) Ti 381.28 1.31 452.21 -1.413665 (Summer 2001) Ni 332.50 1.29 395.59 -1.454255 (Autumn 2001) Ni 302.05 1.35 337.63 -1.59The y dependene for the eletron amplitude is shown in the lower part of the Fig. 10. Hereare evident two features:1. A sharp energy degradation (lower amplitude) of the shower partiles in the entral partof the detetor, due to previous eletron interation with the material before the PSh detetor(aluminium table for Cherenkov PMT). See later the simulation results with Al (Fig. 13) andwithout Al (Fig. 14).2. A small amplitude derease, begining from the upper and lower boundaries to the enterof the PSh detetor. The linear desription of these variations along the y oordinate, an beexpressed as: Mean(hannel) = a0 + a1 � y(m) (5)separately for the two vertial halves of the PSh detetor (see Fig. 10 down). In the Table 7are presented the linear �t parameters for di�erent DIRAC run periodes. In the pion ase thereis no any y dependene (Fig. 15 down). The eletron amplitude derease toward the sintillatorenter, along the y axis, is not a light transmission problem. It is given by the DIRAC setupon�guration, as an be seen from the simulation studies (Fig. 13).Table 7.Linear �t parameters of the Eq.( 5) for y dependene of the eletron mean amplitude (Fig. 10 down)Left arm Right armRun (Season Year) Target lower half upper half lower half upper halfa0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1(han) (h/m) (han) (h/m) (han) (h/m) (han) (h/m)1454 (Autumn 1999) Pt 1027.94 -9.24 -69.76 7.20 1141.91 -10.47 -265.07 9.982061 (Summer 2000) Ni 889.13 -8.93 -161.08 6.75 922.55 -8.54 -249.33 8.362623 (Autumn 2000) Ti 837.58 -8.32 -69.39 5.36 880.46 -7.73 -238.77 8.432844 (Autumn 2000) Ti 872.29 -8.66 -135.90 6.34 801.42 -6.40 -228.17 8.303180 (Spring 2001) Ti 916.60 -8.95 -140.18 6.87 860.71 -6.59 -227.98 8.883665 (Summer 2001) Ni 881.73 -9.10 -137.83 6.13 894.19 -8.25 -254.16 8.334255 (Autumn 2001) Ni 806.83 -8.40 -171.50 6.25 885.90 -9.08 -311.56 8.34



123.1.1 Light transmission e�ets in the PSh sintillator slabThe experimental ADC versus x distribution for some of the slabs, (No: 3-8 and 11-16), presenta valey in the slab mid (see Fig. 10). These are the slabs with thiker Pb onverter (2:5 m),whih produes more intensive shower development. We tried to explain this feature. By lighttransmission simulation study in the sintillator slab, we sought for the x and y dependene ofthe light output yield.The PSh sintillator slab harateristis, used in the simulation, are: dimensions: 350 �750 � 10 mm3; sintillator type: BICRON (BC-408), with light attenuation length: 210 m.The wrapping material: Tyvek paper, not a polished surfae. As a result, the light is dif-fused reeted, with a reetion eÆieny about 60 %. The output diretions are randomlydistributed within �6Æ, around the symmetri reetion. The (x; y) light soure points havebeen onsidered uniform distributed within the slab (see Fig. 11). The results, present thelight output yield, at the PMT level, versus x and y slab oordinates (see Fig. 12). This anexplain the qualitative behavior of the mean amplitude distribution versus x and y oordinatesoure points. Here is present a lower yield in the slab mid x distribution (Fig. 12.a) and alsoa lower yield at the slab far end on y, relative to PMT (Fig. 12.b).
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13

Figure 13: Simulated amplitude dependene on x andy oordinate hit of the PSh right arm (with Al table inthe Cherenkov detetor)

Figure 14: Simulated amplitude dependene on x and yoordinate hit of the PSh right arm (without Al tablein the Cherenkov detetor)



143.2 Pion amplitude - x and y orrelationsThe pion signal of the PSh detetor is reated mainly by diret ionisation. In Fig. 15 isshown the pion mean amplitude dependene versus x and y oordinates of the PSh detetor,as pro�le plots. The same inhomogeneities along with x axis an be observed. Nevertheless,the interspaes between adjaent slabs an not be seen more. For most of the pions they aredeteted by diretly interation with the sintilator slab and produe the m.i.p. peak (Fig. 5).On the other hand, some of them an develop shower, as their momentum inreases. This anbe seen in Fig. 15 as a small inrease of the mean amplitude with x.The mean pion amplitude stands higher as its energy inreases. The linear �t of this dependeneis Mean(hannel) = a0 + a1 � x(m) (6)In the Table 8 are presented the linear �t parameters for di�erent DIRAC run periodes.

Figure 15: Pion amplitude (ADC hannel) distribution versus x and y oordinates (m)



15Table 8.Linear �t parameters of the Eq.( 6) for x dependene of the pion mean amplitude (Fig. 15 up)Left arm Right armRun (Season Year) Target a0 a1 a0 a1(han) (h/m) (han) (h/m)1454 (Autumn 1999) Pt 84.43 0.23 101.45 -0.452061 (Summer 2000) Ni 52.03 0.12 56.81 -0.122623 (Autumn 2000) Ti 49.74 0.10 57.10 -0.112844 (Autumn 2000) Ti 50.81 0.08 56.67 -0.083180 (Spring 2001) Ti 56.22 0.16 63.72 -0.123665 (Summer 2001) Ni 48.59 0.12 53.74 -0.114255 (Autumn 2001) Ni 125.51 0.32 125.46 -0.26Contrary to the eletron ase, the y dependene of the pion amplitude is pratially absent(Fig. 15 down). This shows a good uniformity of the sintillator transmission light along yaxis.3.3 Partile x hit oordinate - momentum alibrationAs a result of the partile momentum separation, the low momentum (1 - 2 GeV/) partilesare hitting the outermost PSh slabs, and the high momentum (5 - 6 GeV/) partiles hitthe innermost PSh slabs of the DIRAC set-up. In Fig. 16 are presented the satter-plot formomentum p(MeV=) dependene of the pion hit oordinate x(m), for the left arm, and inFig. 17 is the analytial �t for the same dependene with the funtion:x = Ap +B + C � p (7)The loal referene system has the x axis horizontally, along the PSh basis, originating in theenter of the 8 slabs PSh panel, direted to the right side. The same dependene is for theright arm and also for eletrons. In the Table 9 are presented the �t parameters of Eq.( 7) for1300 < p < 6000 MeV= for di�erent DIRAC run periodes.

Figure 16: Pion x-oordinate hit (m)versus momentum (MeV/) satter-plot of the PSh left arm Figure 17: Fit of the x-oordinate hit(m) versus momentum (MeV/) de-pendene for pion signals in PSh leftarm



16 Table 9.The �t parameters of the Eq.( 7) for momentum dependene of the pion x-oordinate hit (Fig. 17)Run (Season Year) Target A B C(m*MeV/) (m) (m/MeV/)1454 (Autumn 1999) Pt -0.520E+06 280.2 -0.931E-022061 (Summer 2000) Ni -0.509E+06 273.4 -0.844E-022623 (Autumn 2000) Ti -0.514E+06 275.7 -0.870E-022844 (Autumn 2000) Ti -0.508E+06 270.7 -0.804E-023180 (Spring 2001) Ti -0.518E+06 278.5 -0.910E-023665 (Summer 2001) Ni -0.539E+06 293.2 -1.095E-024255 (Autumn 2001) Ni -0.532E+06 287.4 -1.011E-024 Multiple sattering e�ets on x and y hit distributionWe looked for the partile traks, reonstruted from Drift Chamber data, inident on PShdetetor. The PSh itself has been disonneted from the trigger sheme in this 1461 run.Nevertheless, the remaining trigger onditions ensure the same number of traks (entries) bothin the left and right arm.The (x; y)-satter plot of all inident traks (hits) on PSh detetor are presented in the �rstrow of Fig. 18 (see also Table 10.). The orresponding x- and y-distributions are shown inthe 2-nd row of Fig. 19 and Fig. 20.

Figure 18: Reonstruted traks inident on PSh detetor



17The deteted traks on the interseted slab (signals on hit slab) present the x- and y-distributions as shown in the 3-rd row Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 (see also Table 10).The ratio deteted/inident traks on the spei� slab measures PSh eÆieny. The x- andy-distributions of the PSh eÆieny are given in the �rst row of Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, as theratios of the 3-rd and 2-nd row distributions.Not all the traks oming to PSh are deteted with proper signals in the hit slab. Someof them are deviated by multiple sattering in the materials between Drift Chambers and PShdetetor. They an be found either as signals in the neighbour slabs or out of the PSh detetor.The (x; y)-satter plot of the deviated traks from the orresponding slab are shown in the 2-ndrow Fig. 18 (see Table 10 olumns no.3 and no.6), and the x- and y-distributions are in the4-th row Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. The x-distribution shows an enhanement of nondeteted traksin proper slab, along with slab boundary regions, as deviated traks from the neighbour slabs.The y-distribution indiates also the existene of a sattering material before the PSh detetor,in the median plane of the setup. Table 10.Preshower hit and signal statistisTraks Traks Traks Signals No signal No signal on No signalArm inident out of in on on hit slab but on anyon PSh PSh PSh hit slab hit slab on other one slableft 44541 245 44296 40578 3718 3648 70right 44541 144 44397 40939 3458 3400 58

Figure 19: x pro�le trak distributions Figure 20: y pro�le trak distributions



185 ConlusionsHas been analysed samples of "good pair events" during 1999 - 2001 DIRAC runs data takingin order to align PSh detetor signals. The main results are:1. Detetor inhomogeneities for eletron signals an be orreted slab by slab, using the �tparameters for eletron peak position given in Table 3.2. The mean eletron and pion amplitude signals show a momentum dependene desribedby the �t parameters given in Table 4 for eletrons and in Table 5 for pions.3. Detetor response dependene with the impat position of the partile show a linear xvariation of the mean amplitude, both for eletrons and for pions. It is diretly onnetedwith the x variation of the partile momentum (Table 9). The linear �t parametersfor eletron mean amplitude variation with x is presented in Table 6 and the samedependene for pion mean amplitude is in Table 84. The y dependene of the amplitude signal for eletrons is a more ompliated one, withtwo quasi symmetrial parts, with a signi�ant amplitude derease in the entral part ofthe detetor. The slower derease omponents were �tted by a linear dependene, withthe �t parameters presented in the Table 7.5. The y dependene of the pion signal is ompletely di�erent. Pratially it is independenton y, the signal has the same amplitude for all inident points along y axis of the detetor.6. The x - momentum alibration is given by the Eq.( 7), with the �t parameters spei�edin Table 9.7. The evaluation of the multiple sattering e�et on position impat and x and y pro�leeÆieny of the PSh detetor is presented in Table 10 and Figures 19 20.Referenes[1℄ B. Adeva et al. - DIRAC Group, Proposal to the SPSLC, Lifetime measurement of �+��atoms to test low energy QCD predition, CERN/SPSLC 95-1, SPSLC/P 284 (1995).[2℄ H. Bozdog, Gh. Caragheorgheopol, M. Pentia, V. Zoran, S. Trusov, Preshower SintillationDetetor for DIRAC Experiment (experimental results), DIRAC Note 98-03, 25 Feb. 1998.[3℄ M. Pentia, Gh. Caragheorgheopol, M. Ciobanu, D.Pop, C.Rusu, Preshower Detetor Com-missioning along with DIRAC set-up, DIRAC Note 99-03, 22 Feb. 1999.


